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       In school, my favorite subject was math. That's where I learned to
count money. 
~French Montana

Never worry about what you're going lose but what you're going gain 
~French Montana

At the end of the day, you got to learn from people that been through
what you been through; they help you learn from your mistakes. 
~French Montana

You can't expect to make all this money and not go through problems.
You can't expect God to give you everything you want without taking
something away. 
~French Montana

Potty mouth, rock star, at the top and still tryna climb, Drop the top sit
back recline 
~French Montana

A lot of people like to downgrade Morocco and Africa like its all jungles
and lions and sh*t. The actual truth is a lot of stuff is going on out there.

~French Montana

All the lyrical rappers I know is broke. 
~French Montana

I like colorful stuff. I like wearing stuff that nobody is wearing. That's
why I wear the bear hat. I'll wear the whole mink. 
~French Montana

I was born in Morocco and lived there until I was 13; I'm really proud of
my heritage. 
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~French Montana

I like a lot of artists but I think the one that touched me the most was
probably Tupac, coming up. Cause that was my generation, so Tupac
was mine. 
~French Montana

My dream pet? I like a couple of them, man: monkey, I love dogs. See,
tigers, I don't know - I can't be playing with something like that. A
monkey, I can handle it. A dog, yeah; I would get a monkey. 
~French Montana

Whatever rappers wear is cool to people. 
~French Montana

I've tried every kind of bottled water, but Poland Spring is my go-to. I
always have room-temperature bottles of it on side of stage for
post-performance. 
~French Montana

I used to play soccer when I was in Morocco, but I was more of a
basketball player. I played high school basketball, I played AAU
basketball. 
~French Montana
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